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SUMARY

This report is based upon toughness tests of discolored and clear
yellow birch veneer, as well as upon what is generally known of the signifi-
cance of pathological defects. The discolorations in yellow birch as related
to toughness may be classified as follows:

Discolorations that indicate little or  no reduction in tou hness, Acceptable
according to Army-Navy Aeronautical Specification AN-NN--P-511b.

1. Light streaks in heartwood. Light-colored narrow streaks, similar to
sapwood, usually limited to two or three growth rings, included in nor-
mal heartwood. Occasional.

2, Blue--black metal stains and soot or cinder flecks. Occasional.
3. Yellow to orange chemical stain in Sapwood, Occaaional,
4. Pith flecks. Short, usually crooked, narrow brownish streaks roughly

parallel to the grain. Rare.
5. Blue stain in sapwood. Only light blue streaks from ends of logs or

centered at small worm holes are found. Rare.

Discolorations  that  indicate sli lit to moderate reduction in toughness.
Acceptable according to AN--NW-P--511b, (Other strength grope ties such
as extreme fiber stress in bending and compression parallel/grain are
ordinarily reduced much less.)

6. Mineral streaks in both sapwood and heartwood. Usually narrow elongated
streaks, parallel to grain, yellow to brownish or greenish, Slightly
heavier and harder than surrounding wood, Veneer sometimes thinner at
streaks, in which case they should be clipped out. Have tendency to
break or check along margin when load is applied across the grain. Common.

7. Heartwood streaks in sapwood. Narrow to broad streaks typical of normal
heartwood in color,. Have tendency to break or check along margin as do
mineral streaks. Cemmon.

8. Striped or banded zones in heartwood; Elongated striped zones, parallel
to grain, from one to several inches wide, often near the sapwood, vari-
ously colored greenish brown, olive,. yellowish brown, and grayish brown.
Surface usually minutely fuzzy or velvety Common.

Discolorations that inaiate excessive reduction in toughness. Not acceptable
according to AN-NN-P-611b.

9. Decay. Brash, rough or at least fibrous, soft In .advanced stages, and;
white or some shade of oream, yellow, or brown. Common in logs but rare
in veneer.

More complete descriptions of these discolorations and decays, and
photographs of the ziore important ones, are given in the body of the paper.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF TEE DISCOLORATIONS IN AIRCRAFT VENEERS:

YELLOW BIRCH

By

11
R, HANSBRQUGH, Associate Pathologist

A. M. WATERMAN, Assistant Pathologist

Division. of Forest Pathol6gy-2/

and
IL F. LUXFORD, Senior Engineer3/

Yellow birch (Betula lutea) is one of the most immIrtant hardwoods
used in the construction of modern plywood planes. It is a dense wood, hard,
stiff and strong, and ranks high in its ability to resist shoek, Its me-
chanical properties and the apparent abundance of raw material in the forests
of north central and northeastern United States and central and eastern Canada
led to its acceptance as one of the principal furniture and interior finish
woods of North America, In particular, the size and accessibility of mature
trees and the ease with which high quality logs can be manufactured int,
veneer elevated it to an enviable position in the plywood industry. The sup-
ply was sufficient to satisfy peace-time requirements, but the unprecedented
war-time demand for yellow birch for airplane construction has created doubts
as to the adequacy of our supply. Every effort should . be made, therefore, to
conserve yellow birch and to assure that all birch veneer of aircraft •uality
goes into aircraft.

Of the total volume of aircraft-grade yellow birch logs only about 30
to 40 percent can be manufactured into veneer of aircraft quality. The re-
maining 60 to 70 percent is lost largely in cores and in rounding up operations
on the lathe, and for cross grain and other defects in the veneer -- losses
which are largely unavoidable. About 10 percent of the total rejections of
veneer, however, are for decay, or dote, and for discolorations which are
frequently mistaken for decay.

al
The writers wish to acknowledge the generous cooperation of all the veneer

manufacturers visited while this study was being made; and, in particular,
of the U. S. Plywood Corporation ,for the opportunity to collect the

/
samples used for the tests herein recorded.

Bureau of Plant Inaustry, Agricultural Research Administratisn, U. S.
Department of Agriculture, in cooperation with Yale University, New Haven,
Connecticut.

VForest Products Laboratory, Forest Service,	 S. Department of Agriculture,
in cooperation with the University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin,
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All specifications for aircraft yellow birch veneer, both British and
American, state that it shall be unselected for color but shall be free of
injurious defects, of which decay (dote) is one of the most important. There
is little doubt that the intent of the specifications is to allow for the ac-
ceptance of all discolorations that are not indicative of defective Anaterial,
but the decision as to whether or not any particular type of discoloration is
indicative of sufficient weakening of the wood to cause rejection is left up
to the inspector. The purpose of this study is to classify and describe the
common discolorations in yellow birch veneer and to evaluate the strength of
discolored wood in relation to that of acceptable wood.

A survey of rotary-cut yellow birch veneer was made at 27 mills, 8 in
New York, 6 each in Wisconsin and Vermont, 4 in Maine, 2 in New Hampshire, and
1 in Michigan. All types of discolored veneer were collected and the relative
importance of each type was estimated according to the frequency of its occur-
rence. Little variation in either type or amount of discoloration was found
throughout the survey; i.e., the same discolorations may be expected with ap-.
proximately the same frequency in yellow birch veneer, regardless of whether
it originates in Wisconsin, New York, or Maine. All the results are con-
sidered applicable, therefore, irrespective of locality.

NORMAL AND ABNORMAL COLOR IN YELLOW BIRCH VENEER

The normal sapwood of yellow birch is usually referred to as being
almost white in color and the normal heartwood as being light to moderately
deep reddish brown. Actually, the normal variation in color in both sapwood
and heartwood_ is greater than this implies, Thus, sapwood may vary from
almost white to light *range yellow, and heartwood may vary from very light
yellowish brown to dark reddish brown. Anyone who inspects yellow
veneer and plywood will soon acquire a working knowledge of these normal color
variations. Uniformity of color over extensive areas of veneer may be taken,
in general, as an indication of normality. Conversely, veneer showing abrupt
changes in color, excepting, of course, the transition from sapwood to heart-
wood, should be carefully examined.

With the exception of obvious decay, which will be discussed later, the
common discolorations in yellow birch at*, mineral streaks and heartwood,
streaks in the sapwood and striped or banded zones, mineral streaks, and light
streaks in the heartwood. Of these, mineral streaks are the most widely
recognized, but the striped zones actually occur in a larger volume of veneer.

STUDY PRQCEDURE

The veneer sheets from which all the test pieces were selected were
collected at one mill in northern Wisconsin and were 1/16 inch in thickness.
All test pieces were 5 inches long and most were 1/2 inch in width, but when
the discolored area was not wide enough to allow for the standard width it
was reduced to 3/8 or 1/4 inch. All test pieces were taken as nearly parallel
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to the grain as could be determined visually. Each discolored piece was side
matched by one of clear wood. All tests were made on the Forest Products
Laboratory Intermediate Toughness Testing Machine. Previous studies on the
toughness of wood have disclosed that this strength property is proportional
to the width of the test piece, other factors remaining unchanged. There-
fore, the toughness values for the 1/4-inch pieces were doubled and those for
the 3/8--inch. Pieces were increased by 1/3 so as to place them all on a uni-
form 1/2-inch width basis.

The mean unit and relative toughness and specific gravity values for
all types of discolorations and their matched controls are shown in table 1.
There is considerable variation in toughness for the 'different sets of matched
controls, with the sapwood generally showing higher values. This should not
be interpreted as applicable to other mechanical properties, such as extreme
fiber stress in bending and compression parallel to the grain, that are ordi-
narily used in aircraft design.

MINERAL STREAKS

In the sapwood of yellow birch, mineral streaks occur as narrow elon-
gated discolorations, seldom over I foot, or at most 2 feet, in length,
sharply distinguished from bright wood at the sides but merging gradually
with it at the ends (fig. I, A). They are usually some shade of yellow, but
brown and green colors frequently predominate. Discolored areas are slightly
harder and. less resilient than adjacent bright wood and tend to check more
readily in drying. These checks in the dried veneer are largely responsible
for the frequent rejection of mineral streak by some inspectors.

In the heartwood mineral streak is somewhat less noticeable because
there is less contrast between it and the normal heartwood color. There is
a more pronounced tendency to check in drying, but differences are otherwise
slight.

Mineral streaks in both sapwood and heartwood run parallel to the
grain and, in addition to the drying checks, exhibit a tendency to break or
check alont, the margin of the streak when bending stresses are applied across
the grain. Because of the increased hardness of the mineral-streaked wood
there is also a tenaency for it to cut into veneer somewhat thinner than the
adjoining wood. This sometimes results in a poor glue line in the finished
plywood.

All mineral streaks probably originate in the sapwood as the result
of some mechanical injury or physiological disturbance. hi .e little is
known 40 to their cause an& method of formation, they : are usually associated
with an 0-cc11malation of mineral carbonates which causes an increase in both
hardness and density. Carbon dioxide bubbles are given off from many of them
when dilute hydrochloric acid is applied to them. No explanation is available
for the color variation. Fungus infection is uncommon in mineral-streaked
yellow birch, particularly in the sapwood, and microscopic examination dis-
closes no evidence of actual decay in it.
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For 112 tests of mineral streaks in t4e sapwood the toughness values
averaged 15 percent less than for the matched sapwood controls, even though
the specific gravity averaged 10 percent higher. For 69 tests of mineral
streaks in the heartwood the toughness values averaged 8 percent less than
for the matched heartwood controls, even though the specific gravity was 8
percent higher. In comparison with their matched controls, mineral streaks
are consistently weaker in toughness.

An interesting observation from the data in table 1 is that the tough-
ness of the matched controls of the mineral streak test pieces averages much
higher than for any other controls -- 4.40 inch-pounds for the sapwood group
as compared to 4.08 inch-pounds for the other sapwood controls, and 4.26 inch-
pounds for the heartwood group as compared to 3.48 and 3.53 inch-pounds for
the other heartwood controls. This suggests that immediately adjacent to
mineral streaks in yellnw birch there may be some change which actually in-
creases the toughness of the wood without materially increasing its density
or specific gravity.

HEARTWOOD STREAXS IN THE SAPWOOD

Narrow streaks up to broad bands of apparently normal heartwood fre-
quently extend well out into the sapwood of yellow birch (fig. 1, T3 and 0).•

In color they vary from light to medium, occasionally to dark, brown. As with
mineral streak, some heartwood streaks may be caused by an injury or a physio-
logical disturbance but microscopic examination discloses no abnormalities and
no evidence of decay. In fact, there is no basis for distinguishing the wood
in such streaks from. normal heartwood. Usually they can be differentiated
from mineral streaks by their extension from normal heartwood areas out into
the sapwood or by their greater length, and otherwise, by their color and
lesser harness. Heartwood streaks are similar to mineral streaks in that
they run parallel to the grain and have the same tendency to 'break or check
along the margin when bending stresses are applied across the grain. They'
were only 11 percent weaker in toughness than their controls.

STRIPED ZOIIES Ii ME aARTWOOD

A, frequent discoloration in the heartwood of legs, and particularly
common in those from older yellow birch trees of the "red birch" type, is one
which the writers have called "striped zone" because it usually shows up-i4
rotary-cut veneer as narrow bands or ribbons of color merging gradually into
each other and running parallel to the grain (fig. 2, P). Predominant are
shades of greenish brown, olive, yellowish brown, and grayish brown, alter-
nating with each other, with the whole making an elongated striped zone from
one to several inches wide it which all of the colors are of a soft pastel,
type rather than brilliant or striking. These zones often occur in the cuter
heartwood next to sapwood but frequently they are found in the inner heartwood.
In extreme oases they grade imperceptibly into actual decay, or dote, but
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frequently there is no such association. Such discolored veneer is often
fuzzy to velvety but nevertheless has good body and seldom actually checks
unless clearly-defined decay is also present. 

•

For the 130 tests of striped zones the average toughness reduction
was 13 percent.

LIGHT STREAKS IN THE HEARTWOOD

Occurring occasionally in normal heartwood are narrow streaks or bands
of light-colored wood, usually including all the wood in two or three, oc-
casionally more, growth rings (fig. 2, A). Inasmuch as a general or a mottled
whitening'of the heartwood is indicative of decay, tests were made to find
oi4 whether or not these light streaks were weaker than the surrounding heart-
wood. For 84 tests, however, they were actually stronger and heavier than
their matched controls. It is apparent that they are not indicative of any
weakening. In all probability such light-colored wood in the heartwood is
normal "included sapwood" -- sapwood which for some unknown reason does not
change its color to that of the surrounding heartwood but retains the ap-
pearance and properties of sapwood.

DECAY

Decay of wood is caused by the action of fungi which feed upon the cell
walls. In yellow birch sapwood veneer cut for aircraft, decay is practically
nonexistent because logs with sapwood rot are usually rejected before they
reach the veneer mill. Decay of the sapwood in an uninjured living tree
rarely occurs; and when badly rotted sapwood is found in a log at a veneer
mill it usually is the result of one of two things -- the tree was partially
or completely dead or badly scarred when felled, or the log was left in the
woods or stored in the yard too long before being utilized.

Decay in heartwood veneer, however, is common because such rots occur
frequently in living trees, particularly in the older and larger specimens.
In the log, heart rot is almost always centrally located and extends longi-
tudinally as a cylinder or upward from the butt as a cone. In rotary-cut
veneer, as the knife approaches the central rot core, decayed wood will first
appear as narrow bands or streaks which broaden until the rot is almost con-
tinuous around the circumference of the log, Obviously, before this latter
stage is reached the log is generally thrown off the lathe when only narrow
bands or streaks of decay occur in the veneer.'

In this study decay was observed only in heartwood veneer and was in-
variably white or some shade of cream, yellow, or brown, with the first three
types fairly common and the last one rare. Reference to figures 3, 4, 5, and
6 will be of more value than any description in determining whether or not
any questionable veneer is decayed, However, 'the rots may, in general, be
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distinguished from relatively harmless abnormalities by the texture and color
of the wood and the pattern of the discoloration.

Obviously decayed wood produces veneer which is raugh, tibrous, or
velvety instead of smooth, firm, and glossy. It breaks brashly across the
grain with little or no splintering and cracks or checics readily parallel to
the grain. In drying It shrinks and warps noticeably, and in the 'more ad-
vanced stages is perceptibly light and soft. Small 'open pockets (fig. 3, A),
zone lines (fig. 6, A and 3), mottled spots (figs. 3, A. and 3, and 4, A and
B), or blackflecks are frequently associated with decay, but in many cases
the wood is changed into a uniformly-colored spongy or fibrous mass (fig. 5,
A). The rarely observed brown rot is at first lightly pitted or pocketed and
later becomes stringy (fig. 5, 13).

In pattern, decay discolorations, in general, are much less definite
in shape and delimitation than are noninjtrious discolorations. They merge
gradually into the clear wood surmtnaDag them and seldom follow growth ring
patterns. They sometimes resemble mineral streaks but may be readily distin-
guished from them by the brashness and softness of the wood.

No tests of known decay were included in this study. However, tests
on other species show considerable loss in toughness as a result of the ear-
liest recognizable stages of decay. •Pending further tests planned for yellow
birch, the only safe procedure is to discriminate against All recognized decayed.
material for aircraft veneer.

BLUE STLIN, OR SAP STAIN

Blue stain, often referred to as sap'stain, is limited to sapwood. In
yellow birch it occurs infrequently; if present, it will be in the form of.
light blue streaks running 1 to . 2 feet in from the end of logs that have been
stored too long during warm weather or of shorter streaks centered at worm
holes. Blue stain is caused by fungi that feed upon the cell contents rather
than upon the structural elements. Stained birch has not been formally'
tested, but ill the species on which tests have been made the stain di,d not
reduce strength sufficiently to cause rejection unless it was much heavier
than ever observed in yellow birch. The principal reason for concern with it
is that the conditions that result in blue stain can also lead to infection
of the wood by decay fungi; therefore, if blue stain is present, more careful
inspection for decay is necessary than might ordinarily be given.

MISCZIZA.I\TEOUS DI SOOLORATIONS

In addition to the common discolorations in yellow birch which have
been considered, there are a number of other irregularities in color which may
occasionally come to the attention of inspectors. No tests were run on any
of them because they do not suggest any apparent weakness and are, in fact,
all being accepted freely for aircraft veneer.
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Any contact between wet wood, particularly when it is hot, and iron or
steel causes a bluish-black stain at the point of contact.. In logs, such
discolcrations are centered at "pi,ck" marks ,(sometimes called "pike holes",or
peavy" marks) or around puncture woundscaused IV' any iron or steel instru-

ment. In veneer, they cocur usually either as at/vs -Pli ght lines parallel to the
grain and caused by stopping the lathe whale a log is being, cut -- known as
knife, or pressure bar stain - or as irregular discolorations caused by
contact between the wet veneer and any iron or steel, such as shoe nails or
metal conveyors*

Small black flecks are caused occasionally by :soot . or , cinders settling
on veneer or plywood in shipment. To the man who unloads a carload of veneer
and finds such black specks - 04 the topmost layer* the explanation would be
apparent; but to the inspector who later sees the discolorations, they may
be considered as indicative pf. decay or stain;, They may be distinguished,
however, from decay flecks by their broadcast-distribution,.their Occurrence'
on only .one side of.the veneerf-and their purely surface character. They may
be removed readily by scraping, planing, or sanding.

A peculiar discoloration, and an uncommon one in yellow birch, is that
which is called "pith flecks." In. cross section they appear as .small ovate
to oblong brownish patches indiscriminately scattered but usually much more
frequent in some growth layers than in others; in tangential section, as in
rotary-cut veneer, they are more or less crooked short streaks which, in
general, run parallel to the grain. These discolorations are caused by insect
larvae which in feeding make tunnels in and through the cambium of living
trees. Callus tissue then fills the wound and normal growth is resumed. Pith
flecks are common in some species of willow, aspen, birch, cherry, and maple
and in basswood. Yellow birch is only lightly susceptible and ordinarily
very few . flecks will occur on any single sheet of veneer.. They are not gen-
erally regarded as important unless so common as to represent a large part
of the surface of the veneer.

Occasionally, dark_ yellow to orange colored sapwood veneer is cut from
some yellow birch logs. It generally-occurs more frequently in the older ,sap-
wood, that next to the heartwood in a,log, but sometimes extends well out to
the bark. Usually it is absent in freshly cut,wet veneer but shows up in the
drier, and is more pronounced on the inner face of the veneer s»- that toward
the, center of the log when cut--- than on the outer. Some mill men think it.
is more common in 10 's felled in the spring and summer than in those felled
in the fall and winter. Regardless of the exact causes, it is a chemical,
probably oxidation, stain and should not be regarded as an indication of
weakness.
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Figure 1.--Discolorations in sapwood of rotary-cut yellow
birch veneer that indicate slight weakening.
A, Mineral streak; B, heartwood streak
showing no connection with central heartwood;
C, heartwood streak continuous at one end

Z M W4944 r	 with central heartwood,
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Figure 2.--Discolorations in heartwood, of rotary-cut
yellow birch veneer. A, Light streaks,
similar to "included sapwood," that
indicate no weakening; B, striped zones

Z M 44945 F	 that indicate slight weakening.



Figure 3.--Discolorations in heartwood of rotary—cut
yellow birch veneer that are associated
with decay. A, White mottled rot with
open pockets resembling pin holes. Note
that the white flecks run both with and
across the grain. B, Same except that

z M 44946 F	 the pin holes are lacking.



Figure 4.--Discolorations in heartwood of rotary-cut
yellow birch veneer that are associated with
decay. A, White mottled rot in which th'
white flecks are all parallel to the grain;
B, yellow spongy rot with minute white
flecks, usually extensive over large eas

Z M 44947 F	 and showing no correlation pith the rain,
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Figure .-•Discolorations in heartwood of rotary-cut
yellow birch veneer that are associated with
decay, & Yellow spongy rot, uniform in
color, occurring in streaks or bands
separated by normal-colored wood; B, brown
stringy or flaky rot, always occurring in

Z M 44948 F	 streaks parallel to the grain.



Figure 6.--Discolorations in heartwood of rotary-cut
yellow birch veneer that are associated with
decay.	 White rot showing variegated
pattern with, black zone lines roughly
parallel to grain; B o white to yellowish rot
shaving intricate zone line pattern.both

Z ti 44949 F	 with and across the grain.
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